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The COVID Advisory team continues to
meet regularly to update our advisory
plan. We continue to review local and
national guidelines to help us make
decisions. Please continue to remember
us with prayer as we make decisions
intended for the good of our
congregation.

Congregational Life

Are We Gonna Let These
Turkeys In?

SPECIAL ISSUE: Looking Forward to Regathering—See Inside!
Mission

We have recently updated the plan and
you can review it here. You will note that
we clarified that moving to the next
phase will not occur before the county
metrics remain at the improved “color”
for at least 2 consecutive weeks. This
aligns with the requirements set forth by
the state for businesses. We also have
encouraged outdoor activity as this
allows for more people to participate
safely.
We continue to have rooms available to
be reserved for your group use at the
church. There are two larger areas and
two smaller areas. The larger areas
include the south side of the fellowship
hall and the sanctuary space. These
spaces now allow for an increased size
of up to 14 households. The demand for
use of all of the rooms has not been
large, so we have not increased the
number of rooms available for use yet. If
demand increases, we will increase the
number of rooms available to match our
advisory plan.
—Cynthia Bontrager for the
COVID advisory team

Benin Bible Institute’s Eric Noukpliguidi, a Waterford Partner:
Leading People to Fullness of Life in Christ
Eric Noukpliguidi, longtime secretary/accountant at Benin Bible Institute,
has grown into a new calling, and is passionate about studying Christian
counseling. He sees human suffering, and has the conviction that counseling
skills joined with the Spirit of God can lead struggling people to healing, hope
and fullness of life.

EVERYBODY wants to get into Waterford
Mennonite Church! On a recent evening Pastor
Neil heard a persistent knocking on the glass
door near his office. This guy even brought
friends along to church!

Regathering

SNL (cont. from page 3)
We are excited for this season of our
congregation, and we are so excited to
meet back together to reconnect! See
you (in person!) on Sunday, April 11th at
6:30 p.m.
Dream Team – Cindy Voth, pastor of
community life; Esther Farmwald,
Sophia Kauffman, Rita Herrmann,
Loanne Harms, Nick and Lacy Stoltzfus,
Jon. Wieand

Eric states, “[I want to] accompany persons in the church who are Christians
but who are not happy. These are people who are living with problems and
difficulties each day, and they do not have the resources to live a growing life
of faith in the Lord. I have a burden to teach the church how to accompany
these persons so that they can grow into a blessed life in the Lord. I will
have the opportunity to teach the Christian counseling course at BBI for the
first time in June 2021.”
Together we are accompanying Eric in the fulfillment of his ministry calling.
Waterford is drawing on its BBI New Generation Scholarship Fund to support 3 years of professional
training for him as he continues to accumulate the skills he will need to practice and teach Christian
counseling. On our last Mission Sunday, February 7, Waterford members contributed $4,260 to the
Scholarship Fund. Thank you!
In addition to this most generous support, funds that are in Waterford’s mission budget and are employed to
facilitate visits between our church and BBI, have been exceptionally redirected to support the Scholarship
Fund ($2400) and unexpected expenses at BBI which they have experienced due to the COVID pandemic
($2400). The funds are being used in this way since actual visits between BBI and WMC are not yet possible
due to COVID. Again, thank you Waterford for these strong contributions which are helping to prepare Eric
and BBI for their future in ministry!
The BBI New Generation Scholarship Fund, having benefitted from contributions both from within and
outside of our congregation, currently has a balance of almost $14,000. Several other members of BBI’s
Faculty are poised to begin further education programs soon. WMC’s BBI Planning Group will be in
conversation about how best we might continue to accompany these efforts to strengthen BBI ministries
into the future.
What amazing opportunities our ongoing relationship with Benin Bible Institute provides, for us to be active
partners in worldwide ministries of healing and hope through Christ! Even in the midst of a pandemic.
—Rod Hollinger-Janzen, for the BBI Planning Group

Steps Toward Regathering
Online Survey Results
Thank you for your responses to the survey entitled
“Individual Survey—Sunday Morning Gatherings.”
There were a total of 161 responses to the survey
and 65 of those took the time to comment as well.
We are very appreciative of the time you invested
in responding. Your enthusiasm for participating in
outdoor gatherings is over 90 percent and confirms
the work to organize outdoor opportunities to be
rolled out soon.

Read on to see a summary of your responses.
1. Those who would personally come to worship
in the sanctuary with masked and socially
distanced people from other households:
41.7% would attend in person in the
sanctuary with a group as large as 100,
25% more would attend if a smaller group
of 60 were in attendance,
6.4% would limit their attendance to group
of 30,
26.9% would not yet feel comfortable
coming to in-person worship in the sanctuary.
2. Regarding readily attending worship in person
once they are vaccinated:
69% either agree or strongly agree ,
28.5% either disagree or strongly disagree,
2.5% do not plan to be vaccinated.
3. 43.5% of responders plan to wait to attend
church indoors until “every able body” has had
the opportunity to be vaccinated, while 56.5%
do not plan to wait. Quite a number of
comments expressed concern that this question
did not address children and their needs. Others
are more concerned about the making sure that
other adults are also vaccinated.
4. 91.8% of responders indicated strong desire to
participate in an outdoor church activity
following CDC guidelines if it held interest for
their household. Only 8.2% disagreed.

5. Responders reported their age ranges as:
6.8% = age 85+ and 31.7% = age 70-84,
26.7% = age 55-69 and 27.3% = age 40-54,
7.5% = age 25-39 and no one under age 25,
responded.
The comments show patterns as well as variety and
are instructive for us as leaders. Some of you
expressed disappointment in not hearing a more
consistent update about the potential for in-person
meetings. We will continue to work hard to
communicate as frequently as possible what we are
planning so that you are kept up to date. At the
same time we have been reminded by the CA team
that Elkhart County is still struggling to reach and
maintain two weeks in a row in blue, which is what
we had committed to.
Let’s pray that we can continue to be safe rather
than have our cases increase as they are in some
other states. Opportunities for vaccinations have
given rise to other questions about whether we can
assume increased safety in regathering. The fact
that spring is coming at the same time makes all of
us restless to see one another and meet somehow in
person.
We appreciate the comments that showed your
steadfast prayers for us as leaders and pastors as
we have tried to make decisions over this past year.
As you know we have asked you to have a group
discussion to consider some bigger questions about
how a year of COVID has changed us. How do we
learn from this experience and live into a future
that contains the potential for more uncertainties?
How can we allow God to use Waterford Mennonite
Church in new ways? Thank you to the groups who
have already sent reports of your discussions. You
will continue to hear from me over the next weeks
and months. As you know, we are still in uncharted
territory and depending on the Spirit’s guidance
and your input.
May God bless us—everyone!
—Rachel L Stoltzfus, Ministry Leadership Council
Chair, on behalf of MLC and the pastoral team

Worship Ministry Team at Thinking Ahead

Sunday Night Live

As the congregation anticipates coming together
again for worship in person, Worship Ministry
Team is preparing the way. Since there is no
timeline available as yet for when it would be safe,
we have planned to start recording live from the
sanctuary April 25th. We are thinking that we most
probably will not be cleared for in-person meetings
by then, but this will give us a chance to work with
worship leaders, song leaders, children’s leaders,
and pastors along with the AV persons to create a
worshipful experience held at the church for all
those watching as well as for worship participants.
What we learn from these closed sessions of live
streaming can then adjust how we work together
when we are cleared for in-person gatherings. We
continue to plan that mask wearing, social
distancing, and other precautions will be necessary
for all in attendance. We are excited about this new
direction and are continuing to work out the
number of persons that we can accommodate in the
sanctuary according to CDC guidelines and how we
can determine who those persons are each week.

Greetings from WMC’s “Dream Team!” We, the
“Dream Team,” have been invited to dream and
create plans for a weekly time together we’re
calling Sunday Night Live (SNL). Our SNL will begin
on April 11th and will be weekly outdoor gatherings
on Sunday evenings on our beautiful church
property. These gatherings will begin each week at
6:30 p.m. and will be designed to be engaging for
everyone from ages 1-99.

In the meantime, we remain grateful to the
commitment of Shawn Stutzman and Colin Berkey
as they have worked with worship participants for
the past year in creating each Sunday’s worship
service and making it available online and on
Facebook for us. Shawn’s expertise is important as
we make this transition to actual live streaming
from the sanctuary. We are indeed grateful for the
many persons who have worked on worship this
past year to create our weekly worship services. It
has been a leap and it hasn’t all been easy. And as
PBS likes to say, “And thank you to you, our
viewers!” Your understanding, patience, and
support have meant a lot.
Now we wait for science and the Spirit to lead us
forward,
—Loanne Harms, Lay Ministry Partner for the
Worship Ministry Team

In our dreaming we have come up with a list of
diverse possibilities for these gatherings, with the
expectation that each week will be different. The
overall goal of these gatherings is quite simple—to
create a space where our faith community can
safely gather outdoors to connect with one another.
As we kick off our Sunday Night Live we have plans
for the first three weeks:
April 11th – It’s time to come together to reconnect!
Bring your lawn chairs and face masks and come
ready to mingle with others from WMC. We will be
prepared with some conversation starter
questions; however, we also anticipate that we will
just have a great time being together and catching
up in smaller groups.
April 18th – It’s time for a hymn sing! Oh how we
long to sing together, and we can safely do so
outdoors while wearing our masks. Using the
“Hymnal: A Worship Book” and “Sing the Story” and
“Sing the Journey” we will sing our way through our
favorite songs, uniting our voices in song and
harmony under the canopy of God’s beautiful
creation.
April 25th – It’s time for lawn games! Croquet?
Frisbee golf? Corn hole? Gaga ball? We will have
that and more. There will be something for all ages.
Not sure you’re feeling up for lawn games? No
problem! Bring your chairs and face masks to
fellowship with others and enjoy watching others
engaging in the games.
See SNL continued on page 4

